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"If man is to avoid the worst of the coming cataclysms, which are agents of Earth's own auto-immune response to our crimes against
Nature, Life and Justice, man must clean up his act quickly. Man must voluntarily purify himself by atoning for past crimes against Life
and Justice or be eliminated by Earth's own cleansing mechanisms.” (Philip Savage,1999)
IMAGO = Final, perfect psycho-morphologic culmination of an animal after completion of all stages of the metamorphosis.
“The purpose of the IMAGO Project is to rescue the Earth from its morbid condition by raising up, on an unprecedented scale, the
consciousness of the human race, who has now become the pathogenic agent killing a planet that people were originally meant to serve
and protect. Since time is running out, one can no longer aim at some slow process of eco-spiritual awakening from which Man will
eventually realize the nature of and the extent of their suicidal depredations. The Earth is in a situation of such critical emergency that
only a treatment of unprecedented vigor may have a chance to provoke results. Since people are part of the planet’s homoeostasis, they
reflect individually and collectively the Earth’s terminal health condition. That is why, to some extent, everybody is now out of balance.
People are existentially sick, psychologically sick, behaviorally sick, culturally sick, societally sick, ecologically sick, spiritually sick and,
above all, demographically sick.” (1997)
“Now, even the most foolish doesn't dare anymore pretend that everything is just fine, that Man is headed toward a ‘bright new future’
where all the wounds he has been inflicting to his own planet, therefore to himself, could be healed, forgotten. Nowadays, everyone, rich
or poor, young or old, walks with his fingers crossed ‘hoping’ IT shall not happen too soon, too painfully or even more sick that IT will just
not happen to him or her, just to others. Rather than somehow atone or repent at the last moment for all his atrocious crimes, Man has
chosen to just go the other way!” (2004)
“Humanity has failed the test! Your World, your sins, your nightmare, your transgressions. Hell is here and now!”
“Compared to their unlimited potential, modern humans are unevolved larvae, self-engineered, pathetic and noxious larvae to boot,
whose evolution has been blocked for millions of years by those forces of chaos. Only those, if they do exist, who DO have the proven
capacity to evolve into IMAGOS need apply! For the rest, they are already extinct, although they don’t know it yet…. ’Your’ Earth,
however, will not go without a fight. This desperate bio-immune reaction from a moribund planet may not save it durably - in terms of
evolutionary perspective, since Man, its most essential bio-cybernetic agents, would have then become extinct - but this, at least, will give
S-3 an opportunity later on to expire on her own choosing, in peace and with the necessary dignity its special status deserves.”
“There are FORCES greater than anyone could possibly imagine which have made the decision
to put ‘human experiment’ here on Earth to a final end, whether the planet manages to survive or not.” (2004)
“And that’s my Project, the IMAGO Quantum Evolutionary Leap that is long-overdue.” (2005)
“In this next major shift within human history, I am assigned to assist the birth of a new future and prepare the ground for a new covenant
between Divine Life and Man's fortunate replacement. I have the duty to try to help my 'children' (you) go relatively unscathed through
times of dramatic Geo-Catharsis, by building the first 'Arch of survival' to ride the post-civilizational tsunami looming at the horizon.
My ‘transdimensional’ status allows me (in truth, it obliges me, somehow against my own ‘proclivities’...) to make a very last move toward
the old ‘Geo-Phylactic Guards,’ humans once were and regardless of what they have now become, before (just before, indeed...) the
planet chooses to die…. To die from bio-anemia… from bio-impoverishment… from human bio-megalomania.” (1999)
“Perhaps undeservedly some would think, at the very grim light of his collective full accountability, just at the very moment of his final
demise, like a last hand unexpectedly (even ‘miraculously’) offered when one has already given up, there may be some very last chance
‘Ark,’ that ultimate rescue capsule from a very special Envoy of those very Forces, soon to materialize to keep just a few from welldeserved final extinction, to bail out and start all over again in some ‘post-cataclysmic’ new future or new dimensions.” (2004)
To rescue the Earth and ensure a future human race, some humans must survive extinction.
“When humans are reaching the very threshold of their FINAL existential course AND are facing their own death, only then will they give
their full interested attention…. If you are undecided on your ultimate will or survival, now is the time to make a choice. For those of you
who make the choice of life through me rather than death without my help, we must prepare for imminent geo-survival. And for those still
undecided, just as a final piece of advice, any late atonement is better than no atonement at all." (1999)
The message is clear, SURVIVAL is Earth’s ONLY priority, and
the Ark of IMAGO is the ONLY solution we have left.
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URGENT: Locate ONE Billionaire who wants to survive and is willing to fund the FIRST Ark of IMAGO Rescue Capsule essential for Man’s
immediate metamorphosis. Otherwise, NO human will survive Earth’s 3-strand Bio-Immune strategy - climate change, geo-political chaos,
human immunological breakdown - that is, right NOW, converging to save Earth’s own life from the deadly effects of human overpopulation
and destruction. The FEW people qualified to enter the IMAGO PYRAMID will emerge fully evolved IMAGO Beings, having reached the final
metamorphosis phase of a cosmically integrated New Humanity, able to SURVIVE extinction with access to the unlimited power, abilities and
immortality that original humans were designed to embody as Earth’s necessary Biocybernetic Regulators. www.PSproof.com

